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METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR
CALCULATING A CONFORMITY BETWEEN
AN ESTIMATED REPRESENTATION OF AN
ENVIRONMENT AND THE ACTUAL
ENVIRONMENT

described transmitter information that is collected. If the
maps are generated based on data from the route recording,
the system of co-ordinates can be assumed at the beginning to
consist entirely of rock, but then portions of rock are “erased”
Where range scanners on the machine detect a free path (alter
natively, a clean map can be used, Where the distances mea
sured by the range scanners are used to generate line segments

TECHNICAL FIELD

representing rock Walls and other obstacles). When the route
generating reaches an end, a representation Will thus have

The present invention concerns veri?cation of a represen
tation of an environment, and a method to verify a represen
tation of an environment. The invention also deals With an
arrangement and a mining and/ or construction machine.

been generated.
Regardless of hoW the representation of the surroundings is
generated, it is very important in systems of the above type
that this be a correct description of the surroundings, since if

PRIOR ART

for some reason it is a poor representation of hoW the sur

roundings actually appear in corresponding parts of the route
In many ?elds there is a constant process of improving the

there is a risk of the machine getting lost or being driven
Wrong and causing damage to the machine or the surround

e?iciency, productivity and safety, one of Which is under
ground mining. One area in such mining Where changes/
improvements are taking place to accomplish the above
involves automating certain functions for at least some of the
vehicles/machines used in the mine. For example, it is desir

ings.
The processes used to generate such representations of the
20

able that certain machines, such as loading machines, be
automatically driven, that is, not only can the machine be

information from many different transmitters. Examples of
such transmitters are middle angle transmitters, transmitters

driven Without a driver, but it can also perform functions

totally by itself.

surroundings can be complicated and much can go Wrong. As
noted above, the map generation can be based on transmitter

of distance travelled, and one or more laser range scanners.

On example of such vehicles Where automated operation is
desired consists of so-called LHD (loading, hauling and

The map material might be defective, e.g., because one or
more of the sensors used to generate the map put out faulty
signals, such as faulty distance and/or directions. In some

dumping) machines. These machines are often used to
remove broken rock, haul it to a particular place Where the
broken rock is dumped, Whereupon the machine returns to the
same place for a neW load. Thus, these machines often per

the machine’s direction of travel, in Which case a faulty gyro

25

cases, one can even use information from a gyro measuring
30

can put out faulty signals. Moreover, the surroundings Where
the route is recorded may be such that the quality of repre

form the same manoeuvres over and over again, Which makes

sentation of the surroundings is poor, for example, objects or

this type of machine/manoeuvre especially Well suited to
automation.
These machines Were previously driven manually by a

laser range scanners.

surfaces may occur Which absorb or re?ect the light from the
35

driver on board the machine or by means of radio control, for

example. Due to factors such as driver safety, risk of accident,
and labour expenses, hoWever, it is desirable to move such

loading machines in an entirely automatic fashion.
One type of existing system to achieve such a fully auto
matic operation is based on a three step principle, Where the
machine in a route recording step is ?rst driven manually on
the course that Will later be driven autonomously, at the same
time as signals from various transmitters arranged on the
machine are recorded. In step tWo, a route is generated to
create, on the basis of at least some of the above recorded

transmitter signals, a system of co-ordinates, covering the
region in Which the machine Will be moving. The route driven
by the machine during the recording is described in this
system of co-ordinates along With information on, e.g., the
suitable speed for various parts of the route. Furthermore,
With the help of the transmitter information, a map represen
tation can be created for the pathWays in the tunnels Where the
machine is moving, if such Were not previously available.
The third step consists of playback, Wherein co-ordinate

40

and it can be generated beforehand or by means of the above

normally takes a very trained eye to identify mistakes on the
map, yet even then it is not certain that all de?ciencies have
been found.
Thus, there is a need for an improved method of verifying

that a representation of the surroundings in fact agrees With

hoW the surroundings really appear.
45

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One purpose of the present invention is to provide a method
to verify a representation of an environment that solves the

foregoing problems.
50

55

information as to hoW the machine Was moved manually and
a representation of the surroundings is used to move the

machine autonomously along the same path that the machine
travelled manually in step one.
During autonomous playback (tramming) of a route, the
machine’s position in the system of co-ordinates in Which the
representation of the surroundings and the desired route of
travel are de?ned is determined, e.g., by estimation.
The representation of the surroundings used to ?nd the
position can consist of a map representation of the paths in the
tunnels in Which the machine Will be moving autonomously,

For this reason, it is important to verify that the generated
representation of the surroundings indeed conforms to the
reality. HoWever, this veri?cation is very hard to do, and

The present invention pertains to a method and an arrange

ment for calculating a conformity betWeen a representation of
an environment and said environment, Wherein said represen
tation of the environment constitutes a representation in at
least tWo dimensions, Where a distance betWeen tWo points in
the representation has a knoWn relation to the corresponding
distance in said environment. The method involves using a
mathematical model of a vehicle, and on the basis of stored
data, to estimate a ?rst position for a point on the vehicle in

60

said representation of the environment and, for said ?rst esti
mated position in said representation of the environment, to
calculate a ?rst set of expected parameter values. Moreover,
the method involves comparing said computed ?rst set of

65

expected parameter values With a second set of stored param
eter values, Where said second set of stored parameter values
has been determined for a second position, Where said second
position constitutes a position in said environment that essen

tially corresponds to said ?rst estimated position. Further

US 8,473,142 B2
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more, the method involves using said comparison to compute

tance at 181 respective measurement points. As Will be under

a measure of conformity betWeen said environment and said

stood, one can use laser range scanners Which measure dis

representation of the environment.
The invention has the advantage that the reliability of a

tance in signi?cantly more directions, as Well as those Which
measure distance in signi?cantly feWer directions. One can
also use a single omnidirectional laser instead. In an altema
tive embodiment, one uses only the scanner Which happens to

representation of an environment can be determined in easy

manner, e.g., by comparing distances to obstacles in different
directions from a point in the representation With correspond
ing distances to obstacles such as Walls in corresponding
directions in the actual environment. If the conformity

be “pointing” in the direction of travel (i.e., the front one 111
if the vehicle is moving forWards and vice versa). It is in no
Way essential to the invention for the directions to be mea

betWeen the distance is good, one can also assume that the

sured by laser range scanners, but any desired range-?nder

conformity of the representation With the reality is good.

can be used, as long as it can provide distance measurements

Moreover, the invention has the advantage that the veri?ca

With acceptable accuracy. Examples of other type of conceiv

tion of the maps is a fast process.
The invention also pertains to an arrangement and a mining
and/ or construction machine.

able range-?nder are those based on radar or sonar technol

ogy.
Moreover, the sample embodiment shoWn here uses a
range scanner to measure distance in only one plane (the

horiZontal plane of the machine). Yet it Will be obvious that

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention Will be explained in more detail by describ
ing various embodiments thereof, based on the accompany

range scanning can occur in more than one plane, e.g., also in
a vertical plane to measure tunnel or local height, or another
20

FIG. 1 A, B, is a vehicle from the side and top, respectively,
in Which the present invention can be used to advantage.
FIG. 2 is an example of a mine Where the present invention
can be used to advantage.
FIG. 3 A, B, is an example of tWo maps of the same area,

yet another alternative embodiment, one or more scanners

pointed at the sides can be used instead or in addition.
Moreover, the aforesaid sensors put out sensor signals to
25

106 then uses the signals received as Will be described beloW.
FIG. 2 shoWs an example of a mine Where the present

FIG. 4 is a schematic description of a method according to

invention can be used to advantage. In the example shoWn, the

the present invention,
30

vehicle 100 uses the bucket 101 to load rocks at site A and

35

then hauls the load for dumping at site B. When the machine
100 is set up for autotramming, the above described three
step principle can be used, i.e., a route recording is ?rst done,
Where a recording of signals from the above sensors is acti
vated.

the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE
EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 A, B, shoWs a vehicle 100 from the side and top,
respectively. The vehicle 100 is part of a loading machine in
Which present invention can be used to advantage. The
machine 100 comprises a bucket 101 and Wheels 102-105,
and a control unit 106, Which controls various functions of the
machine 100. As shoWn in FIG. 1b, the machine is part of an
articulated vehicle, Whose front section 10011 is joined to a
rear section 1001) via a joint 107. The machine also comprises

the control unit 106 at appropriate times, such as continuously
or every 40 ms or more often or more seldom. The control unit

generated by the same algorithm.
FIG. 5 is a schematic description of a method according to

plane lying betWeen the horizontal and vertical plane, thereby
re?ning the possibilities for a correct position estimation. In

ing draWings, Where

The loading, hauling, dumping and return procedure can be
designed to run as a single route, or one can con?gure the
movement from A to B as a ?rst separate route and the
movement from B to A as a second separate route. Thus, the
40

sensor signal recording is activated for recording of a route
from A to B, Whereupon an operator With the vehicle parked
at point A backs up to point C and turns the vehicle around,

Whereupon hauling along the broken line is then done to point
B, Where the route recording is stopped.

at least one Wheel rotation sensor 108, such as an odometer,

rotation and/or distance travelled. In an alternative embodi

Based on the recorded transmitter signals the route is then
created, i.e., hoW the vehicle should be moved and at What
speed the vehicle should be moved on different parts of the

ment, one can use a sensor arranged on the machine’s drive

route. As mentioned above, the sensor signals can be read off

Which can be arranged on the axle emerging from the trans

45

mission and puts out signals representing the drive Wheel’s

axle 109, Which puts out signals representing the rotation of
the drive axle 109 and, thus, the drive Wheel. The sensor 108
puts out signals to the control unit 106. Moreover, arranged at
the joint 107 is a joint angle sensor 110, Which measures the

50

current joint angle and sends these signals to the control unit
106.
The machine 100 further comprises a front 111 and a rear
112 laser range scanner, Which is also connected to the control

unit 106 and puts out sensor signals representing measured
distance, i.e., distance to the closest obstacle Which stops the
path of the laser beam. The laser range scanners 111, 112 can
be designed, e.g., to measure the distance in certain directions
in an angle interval. The present example uses laser range

preferably the position, the vehicle’s direction and desired
55

speed. One thus gets a route Which in theory consists of a

number of points, indicating for each point Where the vehicle
is supposed to be, What direction it should have, and the speed
it should be moving at in the subsequent autotramming.
60

scanners to measure the distance to the closest object in the

forWard longitudinal direction of the front section 10011 (or
the backward longitudinal direction of the rear section 10019)
and the distance to the closest object (such as rock) for each

every 40 ms, for example. If each sensor signal reading Will
constitute a route point, the number of route points becomes
very large. For this reason, the route points can instead be
signals determined for every half meter of the machine’s
movement, for example. The data stored for the route is

65

When the vehicle is then moving autonomously on the
route, it is normally not enough, as mentioned, to just use this
information to carry out the desired movement, for example,
because uncertainty in the sensor signals means that the end
position in all likelihood Will deviate from the calculated one,
so that also the starting position for the next route Will deviate
from the original one. For this reason, one also uses a repre

Whole degree:90o from the respective longitudinal direction.

sentation of the surroundings, such as route maps, in order to

Thus, each respective laser range scanner measures the dis

compare signals measured during autotramming With the

US 8,473,142 B2
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map and thereby determine With more certitude the vehicle’ s

placement on the vehicle is needed for the maps to be a

position, and remedy uncertainties in the estimated position at

relevant representation of the surroundings.

regular intervals.
The representation of the surroundings (route maps) can be

For this reason, it is important not to accept the map

directly as it is, but to verify that the generated representation
of the surroundings indeed conforms to the surroundings/
reality. But this veri?cation is hard to do, and generally

de?ned, e.g., in a system of co-ordinates Which can advanta
geously be local for the speci?c route and Which can also be
created on the basis of the recorded sensor signals. Thus, the
system of co-ordinates need only include the area Where the

requires use of a manual method to ensure the quality of the
maps. This method assumes that each generated map is care

fully examined and compared With the part of the surround
ings around the recorded stretch being represented. This
method has many major defects, the most important being

machine Will be moving, and it can have its origin at the point
on the machine Which constitutes the reference for the posi
tioning When the recording is begun, such as the middle of the
machine’s front axle.

that it requires a lot of knoWledge about hoW the system Works
and good insight into the map representation, as Well as
detailed knoWledge on hoW the surroundings appear around
the recorded route. Thus, it normally takes a highly trained

The path driven by the machine during the route recording
can then be described in this system of co-ordinates along
With information on, e.g., appropriate speed for different
parts of the stretch.

The representation of the surroundings (the route maps)
preferably includes information on Which parts of the system
of co-ordinates are broken up surfaces and Which are rock.

This can be generated beforehand, or by means of the

20

transmitter information. The representation of the surround
ings should consist of a representation in at least tWo dimen
sions, Where a distance betWeen tWo points in the represen
tation has a knoWn relation to the corresponding distance in

said surrounding. An example is a metrical representation,

of a single map has the advantage that if one or more sensors
25

i.e., a representation Where a distance betWeen tWo points in

the representation is directly proportional to the correspond
ing distance in reality.
30

route can be connected With a certain property or a condition.

The most usual type of grid map is an “occupancy grid map”,
Where each route in the map can assume a condition of
35

40

route netWork, e.g., With a resolution of 1 cm or 1 dm per

The same information used to generate the maps can be

used to verify that they are of good quality.
45

also guided by the machine’s movement. Then a measure of

the conformity of the maps to the reality is obtained by letting
50

As Will be understood, other types of representations than

simulated environment, based on recorded data from trans

mitters such as odometers, middle angle transmitters (or
another transmitter, such as a steering angle transmitter for

represented by line segments.
55

60

during the route recording, along the entire recorded stretch,
and comparing for the respective step the simulated laser data

gyro Which measures the vehicle’s direction of travel. If one

metrical information on machine design and transmitter

scanners, and calculating for each step the expected transmit
ter signals from the machine’s laser range scanners, e. g., in a
subset of the directions in Which measurements Were taken

range scanners, and in some cases also information from a

or more of these transmitters puts out faulty information, the

steerable front and/ or rear Wheels, e.g., if the machine lacks a

middle angle, or in addition to the middle angle transmitter, to
determine the change in direction of the machine; a gyro, for
example, can be used to supplement the above middle angle
transmitter or steering angle transmitter) and laser range

e.g., due to presence of objects or surfaces Which absorb or

map Will likely also be faulty. Furthermore, detailed geo

a mathematical model of the machine used in the route

recording estimate its position on the map step by step in a

“grid maps” can be used, e.g., one Where rock Walls are

re?ect the light from the laser range scanners. Moreover, the
map generating is based on transmitter information from
many different transmitters, such as middle angle transmit
ters, transmitters to measure distance travelled, and laser

During the route generating, one calculates the movement
of the machine based on the recorded information from the

transmitters, While the progress in constructing the map is

route.

As mentioned above, one problem With such maps, regard
less of type, is that the surroundings Where the route is
recorded can be such that the map’s quality becomes poor,

a measure for hoW Well the maps agree With the recorded
transmitter data, one can determine With a computer program

Whether the maps generated for a route are good enough to
use during autonomous tramming.

route generation is ?nished, a representation corresponding
to that in FIG. 2 Will have been generated, Which can then be
used in subsequent route playback. Thus, one can say that,
after the map has been generated, the condition of each route
in the map is a function of measured distance of all laser
beams that have gone through the route during the measure
ments. The map can be represented by a relatively ?ne-mesh

the one shoWn in FIG. 3B, these surfaces Were removed. Even
if certain of these defects can be easy for the trained eye to
detect, it is far from certain that all errors Will be found.

The present invention at least mitigates the above problem
through an automated veri?cation of the maps. By computing

rock or other obstacles are found, are occupied.
In the case that the maps are generated based on data from
the route recording, the map can be assumed at the start, e.g.,

to consist entirely of rock, i.e., all the routes are occupied in a
map of this type, but then rock portions are later “erased”
Whenever the range scanners detect a free path. When the

FIG. 3A-B shoWs an example of tWo maps for the same

area and generated by the same algorithm. In the map of FIG.
3A, the environment contains surfaces that re?ect aWay the
light from the laser range scanners. When recording data for

represents is divided up into a netWork of routes, Where each

“empty” or “occupied”. In a sample embodiment, the tunnels
correspond to empty routes, While other routes, i.e., Where

is giving faulty signals during the map generating or putting
out signals With great uncertainty in the precision, this Will
have signi?cantly less impact if the error is “Zero reset” With
shorter intervals than if a single map is used, e.g., for the entire
mine.

For example, one can use route maps of so-called “grid

map” type. In this type of map, the region Which the map

eye to identify faults in the map, but even this does not ensure
that all defects are found. Moreover, the veri?cation is time
consuming, since there may be many maps that need to be
veri?ed.
A route from point A to point B, as shoWn in FIG. 2,
normally does not make use of a single map, as the ?gure
indicates, but often the route maps consist of several consecu
tive map segments. The use of several map segments instead

65

With the recorded laser data.
If the map is correct, the expected and the measured values
from the laser range scanners Will be in good agreement, and

US 8,473,142 B2
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the difference between the expected and the measured value is

difference betWeen expected and measured distance in the
different directions. This can be done by equation 1,

thus a good measure of hoW Well one or more maps represent

the reality.
The invention Will noW be exempli?ed in more detail With

regard to FIG. 4, Which shows a sample method 400 accord
ing to the present invention. The process starts With step 401,
Where the veri?cation of a generated map is started. As noted

(1)

above, the veri?cation is done in such a Way that a model of

the machine used in the route recording estimates its position
step by step in a simulated environment, based on recorded
data from transmitters such as odometers, middle angle trans

Where aImeasure of correctness of the position estimate,
Zq/ector With recorded distance data from laser scanner,
Fvector With expected distance data from laser range scanner

mitters and laser range scanners. Thus, in step 402, one enters
the ?rst moment of time i:1 of recorded data, i.e., the trans

(i.e., beam tracking data) corresponding to the vector Z, and
nInumber of distance values being evaluated (in this case,

mitter data recorded at the point When the route recording
starts. The process then continues to step 403, Where the

30).
Instead of using the RMS, one can of course use other
methods to determine a measure of correctness of the position
estimate. For example, one can use the sum of the absolute
magnitude of the differences as a measure, i.e.,

simulated vehicle’s position on the map is estimated based on

dead reckoning, laser data, and the map. This laser data con
stitutes the data recorded during the route recording.
When estimating the position, a statistical ?lter such as a
Kalman ?lter can be used. Preferably, one uses a so-called 20

unscented Kalman ?lter, Which uses a deterministic sampling

(Z)

technique.
The input signals to the Kalman ?lter is map data and the

recorded signals from the middle angle transmitter (or the
other types of transmitter used per above), the odometer and

25

?lter, the ?lter puts out an estimated position for the machine.
The process then goes on to step 404, Where expected laser
data based on map and estimated position is determined. The
expected data from the laser distance scanners is calculated
using the estimated position of the machine from the Kalman

map representation and positioning estimation, While in the
30

latter the error itself is a function of the correctness of the
map.
When the measure a has been determined, the process goes
on to step 406, to check Whether all recorded data has been
revieWed. If not, the process returns to step 402, Where data

35

for the next moment of time i:i+1 is entered, repeating the
foregoing step for this moment of time.

?lter and the map(s) making up the route. For example, the
calculation can be done by beam tracking (or another suitable
method), that is, at the position estimated by the Kalman ?lter
in a representation of the environment, in this case, the map,
a simulated light beam’s path is folloWed from a source (i.e.,
in this case, the scanner’s estimated position on the map,
Which can differ from the machine’ s estimated position, since
the machine’ s estimated position might be dictated by a deter
mination of the middle of the front axle’ s position and not the
laser’s position, so that a correction has to be done for this
case) until an obstacle halts its propagation.

40

When all data is revieWed, i.e., When a measure has been
computed for each point of the route, the process goes on to
step 407, Where the measure found in step 406 is compared
With a threshold value representing a maximum acceptable
value for this measure. If the measure is less than the thresh
old value found for all measures so determined, the process

In the present case, the obstacle halting the light beam is
constituted by the tunnel Walls on the maps and the result of
a beam tracking of a single laser beam thus consists of the
distance to the ?rst Wall on the map in the light beam’s

In cases Where the map’s agreement With reality is good,
the measure determined at step 405 Will be loW, Whereas
inaccuracies in the map Will result in a higher measure. Thus,
the siZe of the measure Will groW With increased error in the

the laser range scanners. After this data has been fed in to the

goes on to step 408, Where it is found that the map is approved
45

for autonomous navigation. On the other hand, if one or more
measures exceed the threshold value, the process goes on to

step 409, Where the map is rejected.

direction from the simulated light source’s position (i.e., the

Thus, the present invention has a number of bene?ts. For

position for the machine’s laser range scanners When the

example, it requires no extensive training of the person Who

machine is at the position estimated by the Kalman ?lter).
This beam tracking can be done for any desired number of
directions, e. g., it can be done for all the directions used in the
route recording. In the present example, one uses 30 of the
181 directions used per above, Which means that a beam

tracking is thus done for every sixth degree of the laser range
scanner’s angle interval.

Will do the route generation. In theory, anyone at all can
50

on the appearance of the area Where the route Was recorded.

55

Furthermore, the present invention makes it fast to verify the
maps, and the human factor can be in large degree ruled out,
i.e., there is no risk that the person Will forget to verify that the
maps are good before playing back a route.
In certain cases, even slight mistakes in the generated map

At step 405, one then determines an agreement betWeen the

expected distance as determined by beam tracking in the
various directions and the corresponding distance actually

can give rise to large differences betWeen expected distance

measured from the laser range scanner. This can be done by

determining hoW Well the expected data agree With recorded
data by comparing the expected value With the measured
value, e.g., using the difference betWeen expected and mea

generate a route using simple instructions. The person doing
the route generation also does not require detailed knoWledge

and measured distance in certain directions, such as near
60

corners/intersections or other conspicuous irregularities. For
this reason, it may therefore be advantageous not to reject a
map just because a single measure exceeds the threshold

sured values. One Way of calculating a measure of agreement

value, but rather one can calculate an intersection of the last x

betWeen expected data and the data measured during the
recording is to compute the RMS (root mean square) for the
difference of expected and measured distance in the various

measures determined (e.g., 10, 20, 30, 50 or any other num
ber), and as long as this average mean value is less than the
threshold value the map can be deemed acceptable. But nei
ther is the mean value of the number of measurements

directions, i.e., the mean value of the square root for the

65
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obtained for each step of the simulation a reliable measure of
the map as a Whole, since this measure does not shoW Whether
the map is very good in some places and Worse in others.

reliability of the map representation. If the user rejects the
map representation, the route generation processes are
stopped. On the other hand, if the user approves the map

Therefore, another alternative is to use a ?lter, such as a

representation, the program moves on to the fourth and last

minimum ?lter, Where the loWest measure obtained during a
certain time is returned. For example, the loWest measure of
the last x measures (e.g., 10, 20, 30, 50 or any other desired
number), or the measures determined during an interval of
time, such as the last 2 seconds, or during a certain distance,
can be returned from the minimum ?lter and then compared
With the threshold value.

step.
In the fourth step, the user names the generated route. Only
after this is done are the route ?les created that are designed to

be used by an autonomous vehicle to navigate along the
recorded travel path. The route generation then ?nishes auto

matically.

The threshold value, for example, can be found experimen

The invention claimed is:
1. A method for calculating a conformity betWeen an esti
mated representation of an environment and an actual envi
ronment, Wherein said representation of the environment con
stitutes a representation in at least tWo dimensions, Where a
distance betWeen tWo points in the representation has a
knoWn relation to the corresponding distance in said environ

tally or theoretically, and it can also depend on the type of
sensors on board the vehicle, hoW critical is the reliability of
the map, and the nature of the environment (such as the Width
of the site in relation to the vehicle’s Width, the number of
intersections the vehicle Will pass along the route, and so on).
It should be understood that a route can consist of not just
one, but a number of consecutive map segments, and the

present invention Works just as Well regardless of hoW many

ment, Wherein the method comprises
20

maps are used for a route, or the type of map. This also means

ematical model of the vehicle and stored data and, cal
culating a ?rst set of expected parameter values for said
?rst estimated position in said representation of the envi

that some map segments along the route may be rejected,
While others are accepted.

Moreover, the invention has been exempli?ed above in
connection With a map generated during recording of sensor
signals With a vehicle. But it is also conceivable to generate
the map by entering, e.g., distances in a number of directions

25

from one or more points by means of an instrument not
mounted on a vehicle, or on a machine other than the one that

Will actually move autonomously. Moreover, the representa

30

created, the entire procedure for creating a neW route ?le has

tion, and
35

expected parameter values is a set of distances from one or

40

one or more corresponding different directions to surround

45

50

4. Naming the route
In the ?rst step of route generation, the user indicates Which
?le containing route recording data Will be used to generate

values and said determined second set of parameter values.

5. A method according to claim 1, including the step of
determining said second set of parameter values from one or
55 more sensors arranged on a vehicle or a machine.

6. A method according to claim 1, including the step of
determining said ?rst set of expected parameter values by

gram moves on to the second step.

beam tracking based on folloWing the path of a simulated

In the second step, information is presented to the user,
Who decides Whether to approve or reject the travel path With

laser beam from a source until an obstacle hinders its propa
60

sented to the user, Who can decide to approve or reject the

gation in said representation of the environment.
7. Use of the method according to claim 1 for autonomous
driving of a vehicle in an environment, Wherein a map of the

route generation process is terminated. If, instead, the user
approves the generated travel path, an automatic veri?cation
of the maps is commenced according to the present invention,
In the third step, the result of the map veri?cation is pre

determining said measure includes determining said measure
based on a difference betWeen said ?rst set of parameter

creates a map representation and route points, and the pro

and the program moves on to the third step.

determining said measure of a conformity betWeen said envi
ronment and said representation of the environment for a

plurality of positions in said representation of said environ
ment and in said environment, respectively.
4. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the step of

to tunnel Walls and other obstacles

respect to the fact that it passes too close in some places to a
Wall or other obstacle. If the user rejects the travel path, the

to surrounding obstacles in said representation of the envi
ronment, and Wherein said second set of stored parameter
values is a set of distances from corresponding said points in

ing obstacles in the environment.
3. A method according to claim 1, including the step of

1. Choice of ?le containing route recording data

the map representation and the route points describing the
travel path. Next, from the selected route recording data, one

formity betWeen said actual environment and said rep
resentation of the environment.
2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein said ?rst set of
more points on saidvehicle in one or more different directions

2. Approval of route points (travel path) in regard to distance
3. Approval of map representation

values With a second set of stored parameter values,
Where said second set of stored parameter values has
been determined for a second position, Where said sec
ond position constitutes a position in said environment

using said comparison for calculating a measure of a con

been built into a computer program (FIG. 5). This computer
program includes the map veri?cation as a mandatory step
that must be done in order to create the route ?les and make
them available for autonomous playback on a vehicle.
The procedure for creating a route consists of four con
secutive steps, from a user’s perspective:

ronment,
comparing said computed ?rst set of expected parameter

that essentially corresponds to said ?rst estimated posi

tion of the environment can be divided into a number of
representations, and one or more representations can be
designed to cover so small a portion of the environment that

the representation can be veri?ed from a single point, prefer
ably by measuring the distance in a number of different direc
tions from this point. Thus, the invention is not limited other
than by What is stated in the accompanying claims.
To guarantee that the method described here for verifying
the quality of maps is alWays used When a neW route is being

estimating a ?rst position for a point on a vehicle in said
representation of the environment based on a math

environment is generated, veri?cation that the generated map
of the environment agrees With the environment is thereafter
65

automatically accomplished by a computer program, and the
vehicle is thereafter autonomously driven in the correspond

ing environment.
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8. Use according to claim 7, wherein the same information
as used to generate the map is used to verify that the map is of

corresponding said points in one or more corresponding dif
ferent directions to surrounding obstacles in the environment.

good quality.

12. An arrangement according to claim 10, Wherein said
representation of the environment comprises a representation
of cavities in rock underground and/or boundary surfaces

9. A method according to claim 2, including the step of
determining said measure of a conformity betWeen said envi
ronment and said representation of the environment for a

betWeen rock and tunnels or other type of empty space under

plurality of positions in said representation of said environ
ment and in said environment, respectively.

ground.
13. An arrangement according to claim 10, Wherein a plu
rality of measures for said conformity is determined for a

10. An arrangement for determining a conformity betWeen
an estimated representation of an environment and an actual

plurality of consecutive time points and/ or positions, Wherein

environment, Wherein said representation of the environment

said measure is based on said plurality of measures.

constitutes a representation in at least tWo dimensions, Where
a distance betWeen tWo points in the representation has a
knoWn relation to a corresponding distance in reality, Wherein

14. An arrangement according to claim 13, Wherein said
measure for said conformity consists of the least value of said
plurality of consecutive measures.

said arrangement comprises:

15. An arrangement according to claim 13, Wherein said

means for estimating a ?rst position for a point on a vehicle
in said representation of the environment based on a

mathematical model of the vehicle and stored data, and,
calculating a ?rst set of expected parameter values for
said ?rst estimated position in said representation of the

measure for said conformity consists of a mean value of said

plurality of consecutive measures.

16. An arrangement according to claim 10, Wherein said
20

more sensors arranged on a vehicle or a machine.

environment,

17. An arrangement according to claim 16, Wherein said

comparing said ?rst set of expected parameter values With
a second set of stored parameter values, Where said
second set of stored parameter values has been deter
mined for a second position, Where said second position
constitutes a position in said environment that essen

vehicle or machine is a mining and/ or construction machine

designed for autonomous movement.
25

tially corresponds to said ?rst estimated position, and
environment and said representation of the environment
30

11. An arrangement according to claim 10, Wherein said
?rst set of expected parameter values is designed to be a set of

ground.
20. An arrangement according to claim 11, Wherein a plu

plurality of consecutive time points and/ or positions, Wherein

more different directions to surrounding obstacles in said
set of stored parameter values is a set of distances from

betWeen rock and tunnels or other type of empty space under

rality of measures for said conformity is determined for a

distances from one or more points on said vehicle in one or

representation of the environment, and Wherein said second

18. A mining and/or construction machine, Wherein said
machine comprises an arrangement according to claim 10.
19. An arrangement according to claim 11, Wherein said

representation of the environment comprises a representation
of cavities in rock underground and/or boundary surfaces

computing a measure of a conformity betWeen said actual

based on said comparison.

second set of parameter values is determined from one or

35

said measure is based on said plurality of measures.
*
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